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SUGAR HILL - HADLEY HOUSE

Barbados

A fairy tale come true! Hadley House offers a very special ridge-front home situated in Sugar Hill,

Barbados set on just over 2 acres of land with the most spectacular sea views. Offering 5 generous en suite

bedrooms that all face the sea, spread over 2 levels. The main level offers 2 of the 5 bedroom suites, a

unique entrance hall made of Mexican handmade mosaic glass tiles, grand indoor and outdoor living

spaces, an outdoor sitting area at the east of the house ideal for tea, and a large, beautiful kitchen with

breakfast nook. The remaining 3 bedrooms suites can be found on the ground level accessed by a winding

ramp via the most magical Koi Pond. There are a number of other outdoor Koi Ponds on the property

surrounded by gorgeous green gardens and landscaping. The overall plot is gently sloping towards the west

and the sea can clearly be seen from the lowest point of the garden. It is incredible! There is a private well

on the property that services the irrigation and outdoor ponds as well as 2 large water tanks underneath the

house. Additional features include a double car port, staff quarters, electric gate entry, full enclosure

ensuring utmost privacy and an array of community amenities inclusive of gym, tennis courts, clubhouse

with restaurant and 2 additional swimming pools. Inquire with us for a virtual tour and a tour in order to

experience this magical place!
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Yes Name: ChestertonsTelephone: +1 (246) 432 4663

Make Enquiry

Property Type:  Villa

Bedrooms:  5

Bathrooms:  8.5

Listed:  4 Feb 2023
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